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                                  SAP HANA High Availability Setup by Irshad 

 

What is High Availability?  

Availability is usually indicated as a percentage of the operational uptime of a system, 

measured over the course of a year. For example, if a system is designed to be available 

99.99% of the time (sometimes called "four nines"), its downtime per year must be less than 

0.01%, or 52 minutes and 56 seconds. That means less than an hour of downtime per year. 

This can be a very challenging target. To meet such challenging targets, high availability 

and disaster tolerance should be an integral part of the architectural design, that is, 

implemented on every layer of the infrastructure.  

Downtime is the consequence of outages, which may be planned downtime (such as that for 

system upgrades or hardware replacements) or caused by unplanned downtime (such as 

that for software or hardware failures). Unplanned downtime can be triggered by 

equipment malfunction, software, or network failures, or a major disaster such as a fire, 

earthquake, a regional power loss, or a construction accident which may decommission the 

entire data center.  

High Availability is a set of techniques, engineering practices, and design principles for 

business continuity. This is achieved by eliminating single points of failure (fault tolerance), 

and providing the ability to rapidly resume operations after a system outage with minimal 

business loss (fault resilience). 

 Fault Recovery is the process of recovering and resuming normal operations after an 

outage due to a fault. 

Disaster Recovery is the process of recovering operations after an outage due to a prolonged 

data center or site failure. Preparing for disasters may require backing up data across 

longer distances and may thus be more complex and costly. Recovery - Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs) Customers commonly use two key measures to specify the recovery 

parameters of a system following an outage: The Recovery Period Objective (RPO) and the 

Recovery Time Objective (RTO). The RPO and RTO of a system are illustrated in the 

following figure. 
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  Configuring a Scale-Out SAP HANA System 

 

The SAP HANA database supports high availability in a distributed system by providing 

for host auto-failover. If an active host fails, for example, because of a hardware failure, 

standby hosts can take over and therefore ensure the continued availability of the database. 

In SAP HANA cockpit 2.0, you can monitor the status of individual hosts in the Host 

Failover application. To start the Host Failover application, open SAP HANA cockpit 2.0 

and navigate to the monitor aggregate health application. In the Aggregate Health Monitor, 

select the SYSTEMDB@<SID> link to open the SAP HANA Cockpit Overview screen. On 

the SAP HANA Cockpit Overview screen, search for the Configure Host Failover 

application, and select the Configure host failover link. The same application is also 

available from the tenant database, <SID>@<SID>, but this task is normally something you 

perform from SYSTEMDB 
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Host roles for failover are normally configured during installation. Using the SAP HANA 

cockpit, you can monitor the status of individual hosts and switch the configured roles of 

hosts. You cannot increase or decrease the number of worker hosts and standby hosts in 

relation to each other. The primary reason for changing the configured roles is to prepare 

for the removal of a host. In this case, change the configured role of the name server host to 

SLAVE and the configured role of the index server host to STANDBY before stopping the 

database instance on the host and removing the host. The reconfiguration is done by setting 

the master parameter in the landscape section of the nameserver.ini file. With the following 

SQL command, you specify which three hosts are master candidates: ALTER SYSTEM 

ALTER CONFIGURATION ( 'nameserver.ini' , 'SYSTEM' ) SET ('landscape', 'master') = 

'wdflbmt7194:30001 wdflbmt7195:30001 wdflbmt7308:30001' WITH RECONFIGURE; With 

the following SQL command, you specify which host is the master: ALTER SYSTEM 

ALTER CONFIGURATION ( 'nameserver.ini' , 'SYSTEM' ) SET ('landscape', 

'active_master') = 'wdflbmt7195:30001' WITH RECONFIGURE; In the SAP HANA Cockpit 

- Host Failover, you can add or remove columns in the display by choosing the gear button 

in the top-right corner. When adding or removing hosts from a multi-host SAP HANA 

system, the remove status column indicates the status of the table redistribution operation 

used to move data off the index server of a host that you plan to remove. Before you can 

remove an active host from a single-container system, you must move the tables on the 

index server of this host to the index servers on the remaining hosts in the system. Once 

the value in the removal status column changes to REORG FINISHED or REORG NOT 

REQUIRED, you can physically remove the host using the SAP HANA lifecycle 

management tool, hdblcm(gui). If your system is configured as a multiple-container system, 
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you must remove tenant-specific services first and then remove the host using the SAP 

HANA database lifecycle manager. 

 

 

 

The following statuses are possible: ● <Empty>: The host has not been marked for 

removal. ● REORG PENDING: A redistribution operation is required to move tables to 

other hosts. ● REORG ACTIVE: A redistribution operation is in progress. For more 

information, you can query the system tables SYS.REORG_OVERVIEW and 

SYS.REORG_STEPS. ● REORG FAILED: A redistribution operation was executed and 

failed. For more information, query the system table SYS.REORG_STEPS. ● REORG 

FINISHED: A redistribution operation has completed. The host can be uninstalled. ● 

REORG NOT REQUIRED: A redistribution operation is not required. The host can be 

uninstalled. 
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During the SAP HANA installation of a multi-host system, the optimal auto-failover 

configuration is set up. The optimal configuration is described in the following setup: ● 

Master 1: Assigned to the node where the installation is performed. ● Master 2: Assigned 

to the first additional node that is assigned to the multi-host system 

 

Master 3: Assigned to the first standby node assigned to the multi-host system. If there is 

no standby host configured, the second additional node that is assigned to the multi-host 

system is used. A setup without at least one standby node will not be a useful 

highavailability scenario. In our training class environment, the SAP HANA installation we 

performed in the exercise “Install a High Availability SAP HANA System” has set up the 

optimal auto-failover configuration, as shown in the previous figure. For educational 

purposes, the next exercise “Reconfigure a Scale-out SAP HANA System” shows you how to 

reconfigure the auto-failover configuration using the Host Failover application in the SAP 

HANA cockpit 2. 
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This changed configuration behavior clearly shows us what happens when a slave node or 

the master 1 node fails. In the last exercise, we return to the optimal auto-failover 

configuration and demonstrate what happens when the master 1 node fails, but the master 

3 node is assigned to the standby server. Host Auto-failover Required Authorizations 

 

 

Understanding Failure of an SAP HANA Slave Node 
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Failure of an SAP HANA Node Host auto-failover is a local fault recovery solution that can 

be used in addition to, or as an alternative measure to, system replication. One (or more) 

standby hosts are added to an SAP HANA system and configured to work in standby mode. 

If they are in standby mode, the databases on these hosts do not contain any data and do 

not accept requests or queries. This means that they cannot be used for other purposes, 

such as quality or test systems. When a primary (worker) host fails, a standby host 

automatically takes its place. If neither the name server process hdbnameserver nor 

hdbdaemon respond to network requests (because the instance is stopped or the OS has 

been shut down or powered off), a host is marked as inactive and an auto-failover is 

triggered. Since the standby host may take over operation from any of the primary hosts, it 

needs shared access to all the database volumes. This can be accomplished by a shared, 

networked storage server, by using a distributed file system, or with vendor-specific 

solutions that use an SAP HANA programmatic interface, the Storage Connector API, to 

dynamically detach and attach (mount) networked storage upon failover. 

 

 

As implied by the name, the host auto-failover capability of SAP HANA is characterized as 

follows: ● Failover is performed at the host level. All services of a host are moved to 

another host. The failure of a single process (service) does not trigger a failover. ● The 

failover happens automatically as an integral feature of SAP HANA. No external cluster 

manager is required. ● Data consistency is a key requirement. Data might be corrupted if 

a failed host (like the original host 2 in the previous figure) is allowed to restart and write 

data to disk in parallel to the failover host (the new slave host 3 in the previous figure). To 

ensure data consistency at all times, it must be guaranteed that a failover does not happen 

(or at least does not succeed and may not cause corrupt data) if the failed host can 
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potentially still write data. To achieve this, the SAP HANA host auto-failover uses a 

combination of heartbeat and fencing. 

 

Heartbeat 

 The following types of heartbeat are used to check if another host is active as the master 

before starting the current host as the master or performing a failover. ● TCP 

communication-based heartbeats: - Ping from nameserver to nameserver with SAP HANA 

internal communication protocol - Ping from nameserver to hdbdaemon with SAP HANA 

internal communication protocol ● Storage-based heartbeats: The current master 

nameserver periodically updates heartbeat files located on different storage partitions: - 

Shared storage for the SAP HANA binaries - Storage partition 1 for the master node’s data 

These types of storage are typically connected with networks other than the internode 

network used for service to service communication (such as fiber channel for SAN or 

dedicated Ethernet for NFS) and therefore these heartbeats provide additional value. 

 

Fencing 

 In rare cases, the heartbeats cannot detect if another host is alive, for example in split-

brain situations where no communication is possible between hosts. I/O fencing ensures 

that the other side does not access the data or log storage anymore. The SAP HANA 

Storage Connector API, together with a specific Storage Connector, allows usage of different 

types of storage and network architecture to ensure proper I/O fencing: ● SAN storage: the 

SAP HANA Fiber Channel Storage Connector [2] using SCSI-3 persistent reservations 

(SCSI-3 PGR). ● NFSv3: used without file locking, but with a Storage Connector provided 

by certified storage vendors. This type of Storage Connector implements a Shoot The Other 

Node In The Head (STONITH) call to reboot a failed host. If an NFSv3 client dies (that is, 

the SAP HANA server), the file locks are not released on the NFS server side resulting in a 

deadlock for any host that wants to access these files. Using the nolock mount option solves 

the locking problem, but with this option, data is not protected against parallel reading and 

writing from different hosts. To solve this, STONITH must be implemented. ● NFSv4 or 

cluster file systems like GPFS: using file locks. A Storage Connector is not required here as 

these file locks reliably prevent false access. However, a STONITH type Storage Connector 

is provided by some storage vendors to speed up failover. 
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The SAP HANA multi-host configuration can also be viewed at from the operating system 

level. There is a Python script called landscapeHostConfiguration.pyin the 

$DIR_INSTANCE/exe/python_supportfolder. Running the script as shown in the previous 

figure provides an overview of the configuration. The following host columns are shown in 

addition to the SAP HANA cockpit 2.0 view by this script: ● 

STORAGE_CONFIG_PARTITION / Storage Partition (Configured - new in SPS 12): The 

stable subpath to reassign the same storage partition after failovers. ● 

WORKER_CONFIG_GROUPS / Worker Groups (Configured – new in HANA 2 SPS 00): 

The stable classification values to assign hosts to logical worker groups. ● 

WORKER_ACTUAL_GROUPS / Worker Groups (Actual – new in HANA 2 SPS 00): The 

current classification values to assign hosts to logical worker groups. 

 

Host Failure Detection. 
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A host failure is any dysfunctional state of a host that affects the communication between 

the hosts of a distributed SAP HANA system. To check the functional state of a host, the 

name servers regularly send a ping on the internal network communication layer to name 

servers on other hosts. An additional ping to the hdbdaemon process is executed in the case 

where the remote name server does not reply repeatedly. Only when both services do not 

reply in time, is the host considered to have failed. A crash of a single service does not 

trigger failover, because services are normally restarted by the hdbdaemon. If a service is 

not able to restart for any reason, it is assumed that it is not be able to start on another 

host either. An exception is if the name server aborts itself during startup if the storage 

connector returns an error. It then instructs hdbdaemon to shut down the whole database 

instance on the host including the hdbdaemon itself, which allows failure detection and 

failover processing by other hosts. 

Checking Slave Hosts ● 

 The name server communication heartbeat: The current master name server pings all 

other name servers every 10 seconds. If a name server was active and five pings have failed 

(either immediately or after a 60 second ping timeout), the name server is considered 

inactive. By pinging multiple times, SAP HANA can recover from short network outages 

without triggering a failover. ● The hdbdaemon communication heartbeat: If a slave name 

server was considered inactive (or had set itself to inactive), the master name server pings 
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the slave hdbdaemon process. If the hdbdaemon ping fails (either immediately or after a 60 

second ping timeout), the host is considered as inactive and a failover is initiated.  

Checking the Master Host ● 

 The name server communication heartbeat: name server candidates, which are not 

currently the master, ping other candidates with lower priority every 10 seconds. Together 

with the slave name server heartbeat described earlier (current master name server pings 

all other name servers), normally MASTER1 pings MASTER2 and MASTER3, and 

MASTER2 pings MASTER3. If a master candidate does not receive any ping within 30 

seconds, it pings the master name server itself. ● The hdbdaemon communication 

heartbeat: If the ping to the master name server fails, the hdbdaemon process on the 

master host is pinged. If the hdbdaemon does not answer within 60 seconds, the current 

master host is considered inactive. ● The name server storage heartbeat: The name server 

candidate host checks the heartbeat files for changes for a period of 60 seconds. Those files 

are updated by the current master name server every 10 seconds with the hostname and a 

random string. A failover begins only if all files do not show any sign of changes for 60 

seconds. Slave Host Failover to a Standby Host When a failure is detected and a 

replacement host is determined, the actual failover process starts. 

 

 

 

Failover step-by-step: 1 

. Target host selection ● If there is a standby host with an exact match of corresponding 

actual host roles, it is used. ● If there is a standby host with one of the roles that 

corresponds to the failing host, it is used. ● If the failing host has an SAP HANA worker 

role, any unassigned standby is used. 2. The master name server calls the stonith() method 

of all installed HA/DR provider hooks and the Storage Connector stonith() method. 
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Typically the stonith() method is only implemented in NFSv3-related storage connectors 

and reboots the failed host 

Swap actual services, host roles, storage partition number, and volume IDs of all services 

between both hosts in the topology and inform all other hosts. 4. The master name server 

(which selected a replacement host), calls the name server on the target host to perform the 

failover. 5. The host that was promoted to a new role calls the Storage Connectors attach() 

method to acquire the correct storage partition (if applicable) and calls the failover() method 

of all installed HA/DR provider hooks. 
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Understanding Failure of the SAP HANA Master Node 

 

Failover Algorithm Explained In contrast to other high availability solutions, SAP HANA 

does not use a quorum consisting of multiple SAP HANA hosts to decide which host can 

become master at initial startup or master failover. With heartbeats and fencing, a single 

host can reliably decide initial startup or master failover. Master Host Failover with 

Standby Host but All Master Candidates in Use (Double Failover) 
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If no master name server candidate with standby as actual index server role is available, 

one of the master candidates currently used as index server slave is chosen as the new 

master. 2. The failover steps for the master host are like the scenario described in the 

figure, Master Host Failover Without Available Standby Hosts. 3. The previously assigned 

slave is marked as failed and enters the failover queue. Because a standby host is available, 

slave failover starts shortly after master failover. 4. Both failovers are executed in parallel 

 

 

 

Failover step-by-step: 1. The name server master candidate with the highest priority (= 

smallest number in the configured name server role) detects the failure condition and 

initiates the failover. 2. If a name server candidate is available that is currently a standby 

host, the failover is forwarded to this host. This avoids a double failover (see the second 

example following). 3. The failover includes the same steps as in the slave host failover 

scenario described earlier. 4. The name server reloads its persistence from disk. Target 

Host Selection This section describes the selection process of the replacement host. 

Beginning with SPS11, the actual host roles (HOST_ACTUAL_ROLES) are considered. For 

SAP HANA 1.0 SPS11 and newer: ● If there is a standby host with an exact match of 

corresponding actual host roles, it is used 

 

If the failing host has an SAP HANA worker role, any unassigned standby is used. For SAP 

HANA 1.0 SPS10 and older: ● If there is a standby host, it is used. ● If there are multiple 

equivalent options available, the first host is used. The search steps are restricted to the 

same failover group, unless global.ini/[failover]/ cross_failover_groups=false was configured. 
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If no host is available, no failover happens and HOST_STATUS shows ERROR. Master 

Host Failover Without Available Standby Hosts Distributed landscapes without standby 

hosts may also perform a failover to ensure that the master host is always available. Of 

course, a slave host (and all tables located there) is inaccessible after failover. This failover 

mechanism can be disabled by removing the name server roles MASTER 2 and MASTER 3 

in the SAP HANA cockpit. Disabling is required if you use (not recommended) local storage 

on each host or the landscape is controlled by an external cluster manager. The wait 

timeout of a name server slave (non-master candidate) on a system restart is different than 

that of a master candidate. The number of retries to reach the master name server before 

aborting the startup is controlled with the following parameter: 

nameserver.ini/[failover]/slave_to_master_startup_retries=10. Because the wait interval 

after one unsuccessful retry is 5 seconds, the default parameter value of 10 leads to a 

maximum wait time of 50 seconds 

 

 

The name server master candidate with the highest priority detects the failure conditions 

and executes the failover steps itself. 2. The new master name server calls the stonith() 

method of all installed HA/DR provider hooks and the Storage Connector stonith() method 

(if applicable) to reboot the failed host. a. If STONITH fails, the failover is aborted and the 

new master shuts itself down. b. The (possibly) remaining third master candidate then 

retries the failover. c. If this also fails, no master is available throughout the whole 

landscape and the slave hosts eventually shut themselves down. 3. The new master stops 

all its services (except hdbdaemon and nameserver). 4. The new master calls the Storage 

Connector’s detach() method for the old storage partition, the attach() method for the 

storage partition 1 (mnt00001 directory) and calls the failover() method of all installed 

failover hooks: a. If this fails, failover is aborted, and the new master shuts itself down. b. 

The (possibly) remaining third master candidate then retries the failover. c. If this also 

fails, no master is available throughout the whole landscape, and the slave hosts shut 

themselves down. 5. The new master name server loads its persistence from disk. 6. Swap 
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currently existing services, host roles, storage partition number, volume IDs of all services 

between both hosts in the topology and inform all name servers. 7 . The hdbdaemon process 

is reconfigured, which starts all the required services. 8. The role of the displaced slave host 

remains inactive; the system is only partially available. Host Auto-Failover vs External 

Cluster Manager Instead of using the built-in SAP HANA host auto-failover, you could 

monitor and (re)start virtualized hosts on different hardware with an external cluster 

manager. With multiple SAP HANA instances this would have the advantage that fewer 

standby hosts would be needed, but on the other hand, all failure detection and fencing 

logic would have to be implemented externally. To avoid unnecessary SAP HANA-

controlled master failovers, the name server MASTER 2 and MASTER 3 roles can be 

removed as described previously. Automatic Host Shutdown by Service Failures For every 

service, a fixed number of restarts can be defined after which the daemon stops itself. The 

relevant parameters are set for each service type in daemon.ini: # If set to true the daemon 

will shut down all services on the host if # this service cannot start 

startup_error_shutdown_instance=true # Number of retries if a service fails in startup 

procedure startup_error_restart_retries=4 The name server is the only service that has the 

latter parameter set to true by default. This means that any problem involving a constant 

name server crash stops the daemon eventually. For instance, the presented settings may 

be used for the index server if recurring startup problems of that service should stop the 

affected database instance. 

SAP HANA and Split Brain In SAP HANA’s master/slave/standby failover solution, there is 

only one entity in the whole system that can make failover decisions, that is, the master 

name server. A slave or standby host never executes a failover by itself. Therefore, only the 

master host must be considered for split brain situations. SAP HANA would run into a 

split-brain situation if multiple hosts try to become master name server/index server and 

access the same set of data (persistence) from disk. This would irreparably destroy the data. 

To overcome this problem, SAP HANA uses I/O fencing to prevent the other host from 

accessing the storage, as follows: ● SAN storage: The storage devices are locked by the 

current active host with SCSI-3 persistent reservations. If another host tries to mount 

those devices, the old host automatically loses write permissions and the services abort 

themselves. ● NFSv3 shared storage: The NFSv3 file lock implementation cannot be used 

as locks would not be released if an NFSv3 client dies, so a STONITH procedure must be 

provided by the storage vendor, which reboots a failed host. ● NFSv4 shared storage or 

cluster file systems like GPFS: The file locking implementation works reliably across hosts. 

Non-availability of a host, and thus lock release, is handled by the file system. A host that 

tries to open a persistence that is already open fails and aborts itself. Communication 

network and storage network based heartbeats are used to detect activeness of other hosts 

and prevent unnecessary failover attempts. If the target master host detects that another 

master is still active, it terminates itself to let the other master continue. Without this, 

different hosts could try to become master and would fence each other repeatedly. In a split 

brain situation, a quorum is sometimes used to decide, which side should ‘survive’ . This 

makes sense in stateless compute clusters to have the bigger parts of resources remaining 

active. But in SAP HANA, tables are bound to specific storage partitions and service 

instances. Tables in the other partition would not be accessible and applications typically 
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cannot continue with some tables inaccessible. Therefore, SAP HANA lets the initial master 

continue. hdbnsutil Some actions supported by the hdbnsutil executable access the 

persistence while the system is stopped. To avoid data corruption caused by unexpected 

active or reviving services, this program also checks for active name servers with network 

and storage based heartbeats and uses fencing to set the SCSI-3 persistent reservation. 

SAN storages: After stopping hdbnsutil (or the name server), the SCSI-3 persistent 

reservations are intentionally not released. This ensures that no other service 

unintentionally accesses a persistence, such as still-running services on other hosts after a 

split brain situation. 

 

 

Failure detection Several watchdogs, retries, and timeouts are involved. Based on the 

failure condition, the detection time can vary, for example as follows: ● SAP HANA 

instance terminated or host shut down The checking host immediately gets errors from the 

OS layer and typically detects the failure in less than one minute. ● Network split The 

checking host must wait until the network times out, so failure detection typically takes 

three to six minutes. The timeouts could be reduced, but this is not recommended, as it 

would not allow recovery from short network outages, or could lead to a false failover 

decision in the case of heavy system load, where pings can take longer. 2. Failover 

execution The failover time is comparable to the time required for SAP HANA startup, 

because the services on a standby host are initially started, but run idle. During failover, 

they do the same initialization and persistence load as in regular service startups. 
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